The Island, The Christ

The island stood strong in the midst of a fiery hell.
Surrounded by destruction of all that quickly fell.
Homes and businesses lost all seems gone.
Loved ones weeping how do we carry on.
In the island is where we place our trust.
All burned around it turned to ashes and dust.
Siren’s screaming horns ringing at high decibel.
Fighting the flames in the midst of fiery hell.
The island is all that is left it stands strong.
So much destruction how can we carry on.
After the burn in Paradise just bricks and rust.
How can we carry on and who can you trust?

In the midst of the pain, a loss without gain.
Fires all around burning like a runaway train.
Surviving this hell, through the fiery blaze.
The only one to turn to is God the Ancient of Days.
The world belongs to Satan though God often gets the blame.
That is why we must live in Christ and call on Jesus name.
Like prisoner’s forced homeless who holds the reigns.
Vehicles burned lives lost and cover both lanes.
But all that has been promised in God’s love note.
Carried down through the ages God’s Bible He wrote.
But into the fire Satan and evil will be hurled.
And Satan no more is the god of this world.

Loss of loved ones received at heaven’s gates.
As for Satan it is hell at his everlasting fate.
During the fire’s destruction so many lost all.
But Jesus is coming so don’t ever feel small.
With so much loss there is only one to save.
The Son Jesus and God the Father the Ancient of Days.
Hope seems far but in Christ Jesus we win.
In the name of the Father and Son we overcame sin.
Beauty for ashes, love conquers all.
In the sight of Jesus our loved ones stand tall.
Oh, Christ save us KING of Kings LORD of Lords Emmanuel.
Through the blood of Jesus Christ, we overcame this fiery hell.

Chorus

But there is hope and promises that we shall see.
In the land of the brave and home of the free.
Look our loved ones in the sky and our just reward.
Where homes are rebuilt and treasures stored.
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